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COLLIBRA POLICY MANAGER
Implement the right data policies

Implementing the right data policies across your 
organization in a rapidly changing regulatory environment 
isn’t easy, but today it’s more important than ever. 
Still, many organizations are discovering that their 
data policies aren’t used broadly or deeply across the 
enterprise. Even the best policies will fail to make an 
impact if their rules are not easily discoverable by data 
users or if they are not rigorously and logically enforced. 

Collibra Policy Manager helps data citizens and other 
information professionals understand the policies, 
rules, and enforcement capabilities governing their 
data. Automated workflows help data users create, 

review, and update data policies so that they are 
adopted and enforced across your organization. With 
transparent, easily-accessible policy management tools, 
you can make trusted data policies a vital part of your 
organizational culture.

Enforce data policy every day
Collibra Policy Manager makes it simple for you to codify, 
implement, and enforce your data policies by capturing 
all of the information about those policies in one place 
and making them visible across the organization.

Engage with data stakeholders to make 
critical policy decisions
Collibra Policy Manager’s collaboration, workflow, and 
policy review tools make it simple to evaluate, update, 
and add policies. Workflow automation helps streamline 
the deployment of policies with tools that help you 
develop policies, apply rules to them, and configure 
enforcement processes. 

Give data users the confidence in  
their data
Collibra Policy Manager captures all the information 
about policies, their associated business rules, and the 
processes that enforce them. Data users can easily 
understand not only what rules exist, but why and how 
to follow them.
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Collibra Policy Manager helps data citizens understand data policies and how they are enforced. It enables you to 
implement the right data policies across your organization in a rapidly changing regulatory environment and makes the 
logic of those policies visible to every data user for better compliance. 

Figure 1: The Collibra Platform
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